Technical Notes

RE: Connecting Sample Chambers for Pad Systems

To All Installers

It is important that the piping to the Sample Chamber be connected to the non-weeping end of a Green Color Coded Puraflo® Peat Module!

Insure Plug is installed directly across from the sample chamber pipe fitting.

Do not connect to the weeper end of the module (inlet end) and pipe to the sample chamber.

Do not connect both of the brass fitting holes on one side of the modules together before piping to the sample chamber.

Do pipe the sample chamber to the non-weeping Green Coded module end with the piping provided (ends opposite the inlet).

Pipe multiple Green Modules to the sample chamber from the non-weeping ends (ends opposite the inlets).

If you have any questions, please give me a call at 1-800-787-2356. Thanks.

Robert Crissman
Operations Manager